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 THE ASSASSINATION DIARIES



«ASSASSINATION DIARIES»



Synopsis by Diary

"The Bishop" is the First Assassination Diary of a series apparently
written by a young female Assassin about her violent and sexual adventures as a 
Contract Killer.

Her anonymous Employers send Maddy to the millionaires' Cote d'Azur 
playground with instructions to track down and assassinate an elusive target. 
Behind a variety of guises Maddy gives a graphic and searing account of taking on 
the most ruthless members of organized crime operating on the French Riviera, 
enjoying every moment of the hunt and beating them at their own game.



Synopsis by Diary

The Second Assassination Diary – “The Mandarin”
A luxury liner carrying nine hundred ultra-rich passengers on a sex, drugs 

and booze cruise passes through the Panama Canal into the Pacific Ocean and is hi-
jacked by a group of hitmen hiding among the passengers. Also on board is Maddy, a 
young and beautiful female Assassin sent by her anonymous Employers to protect 
a dissident senior Chinese politician who escaped from house arrest shortly 
before a trial and death penalty.

Maddy describes a hard and brutal fight against eight highly experienced 
killers and her enjoyment of a series of searing sexual encounters and orgies 
with some of the world's richest people.



Synopsis by Diary

The Third Diary – “The Oligarch”
Maddy is sent to Russia. From the moment she touches down, she realizes that 

she is as much Target as she is Assassin and communication with her employers has 
been hacked and compromised.

Entering the murky world of the Oligarchs, a ruthless group of billionaires 
who stole and divided Russia's riches following collapse of the Soviet Union, 
Maddy finds herself battling with the Russian Mafia and rogue elements of the 
FSB, successors to the KGB, who are now as criminal as the criminals they are 
supposed to police and engaged in a lethal International Arms Trade that Maddy 
has to thwart.

Using her sexual skills and martial arts techniques to maximum effect, she 
takes on the most powerful people in the cutthroat, Wild West world of Russian 
business.



Synopsis by Diary

The Fourth Diary – «The Judges I»

Maddy accepts a contract to find and eliminate six cruel Judges from the 
Yugoslav Wars who disappeared into hiding around the world. Their merciless 
decisions condemned thousands of Serbia's enemies to annihilation by hanging, 
shooting and starvation. 

Now these monsters are being hunted by international legal agencies 
determined to bring them to justice. They are also being sought by their own 
people, equally determined to block a damaging flow of information about those 
terrible years by executing The Judges before they can be interrogated. A third 
group from Balkan countries that suffered ethnic cleansing and genocide are now 
seeking revenge and death to The Judges.

Maddy goes to India and hunts down two of the six Judges, one hiding in the 
North, the other in Nepal. She comes close to death several times in pursuit of 
her Targets, surviving only by her own skills and ingenuity. Four Judges remain 
to be found. 



Synopsis by Diary

The Fifth Diary – «The Judges II»

Sex is a great help in getting a young female Assassin close to her target. 
Since becoming a Contract Killer I've proved that hot and unusual sexual frolics 
get me to my target with an ease no man can match. My specialist kill training then 
finishes the job. I used these sexual and military skills to Assassinate two of my 
six cruel and merciless Judges from the Yugoslav Wars in Nepal and India, leaving 
four Judges to be found and dealt with in vengeance for the thousands of Serbia's 
enemies they sentenced to annihilation by hanging, shooting and starvation.

This Fifth Diary takes me to the bitter cold of Northern Finland's snow 
blizzards and icy lakes, then to the hot deserts of Uzbekistan and the humid heat 
of the Amazon Basin along the Rio Negro.

In these exotic and difficult places, I again came close to death when tracking 
down and murdering three more of this barbarous bunch. Five of my Target Judges 
are now dead. One more Target Judge remains to be found.



Synopsis by Diary

The Sixth Diary – «The Judges III»

I must track down and Assassinate the one remaining Judge of six I contracted 
to eliminate. He is hidden in Mexico, working with an infamous Drugs Cartel making 
this my most dangerous Hit so far.

To reach my Target I worm my way into the Cartel protecting him and enter a 
world of sex, violence, corruption, death and constant personal danger. I meet 
and match murderers whose daily work is killing without mercy and place myself 
in true peril of kidnap, rape, torture and execution.

Using all my skills and disguises I get close to Judge Six, but am side-tracked 
by the CIA using me in their own covert operation aimed at the same Cartel. The 
complications of pursuing two Targets for two different organizations bring me 
close to disaster and death.

Each diary (book) consists of 6 episode series. 

More Diaries to follow 
 «The Statesman» - set in west Africa 
 «The Movie Mogul» - set in Mauritius



Request for Proposal

What we ask 
Co-Production partner WITH THE RESOURCES to take the 
pilot season in to production 
u Investments
u Local crew and equipment as participation

What we offer
u EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS IN DESIGNATED TERRITORIES FOR A 

PERIOD OF 17 YEARS
u a percentage of all net profits from sales in all media in all 

other territories worldwide for a period of 17 years 

* -Terms on co-production of other Diaries to be negotiated



Drivers for Success

Business drivers
u Excellent TV content in co-production with famous European

studios & dedicated team
u Profitable investments based on reliable distribution plan
u An export gate to new markets for your future projects

story Drivers
u A strong, appealing lead character in the mould of 'the girl

with the dragon tattoo.' a female 'dexter'.
u maddy in many disguises, in stunning locations, 'night manager'

and the bond movies.

u capitalize on the success of such franchises as '50 shades of

grey', 'red' 'lara croft' and 'wonder woman'.



Indicative Sales Structure 

Main sales to be originated from broadcasting on major networks

and on streaming services across various markets.

Additional sales are virtual reality products, cyber sports,
applications and games.  

Vast Opportunities for Product Placement: 
- Luxury Brands – all division of Richemont, LVMH, Mercury Group
- Automotive segment (Harley Davidson, Mercedes Benz, etc.)
- Entertainment industry
- Airlines and railways
- Multinationals & B2C brands
- Iconic locations, travel & hospitality industry



Production Structure 

Each book is one season and consists of six episode series. The proposed budget 
for the first season is about GBP 3  million, averaging GBP 500k per episode. 

THE CO-PRODUCERS will SOURCE the investment to produce 6 x 48 minute 
episodes of the TV content. These will be a mixture of cash and facilities, 
including production offices, local crew, equipment & logistics. 

Shooting predominantly in EUROPE, post-production can be undertaken in 
Mauritius, where it will qualify for the 30% cash rebate under the Film Rebate 
Scheme.

THE BISHOP WILL BE THE FIRST SEASON

A SPV company will be formed in a safe jurisdiction to be mutually agreed, 
possibly in Mauritius or the UK, to hold the rights, manage the production and 
exploit the international sales and to produce subsequent seasons in different 
locations around the world.

The budget for next seasons will depend on sales and success of the first 
season.  



Cast and Crew

The most important character is, Maddy, who should be in her late 20’s/early 30’s, 
either already practiced in martial arts, or prepared to learn. An ability to do a 
multitude of accents, have some knowledge of foreign languages and the skill to 
work with a vocal coach. Casting is already underway.

There are no other regular characters, which means we can cast a mix of known 
and unknown actors. 

Each episode would have guest stars. No long-term contracts – we cast an 
internationally known actor in a cameo role. Some may appear in more than one 
episode.



The consortium of our team
Tropikana Studios (established production company with worldwide experience) 
Key role – lead producer, post-production (to be undertaken in Mauritius under 
Film Rebate Scheme)
Executives: Tim Purcell, Marcel Lindsay Noё

Power Entertainment (a part of large media holding) 
Key role – international sales agent 
Executives: Eric Muller
Covering markets – Global, i.e. USA, Central & Eastern Europe, UK, China

Opus Entertainment (adjacent to Ealing Studio, the oldest studio in the world and 
most famous in UK) 
Key role – co-producers 
Executives: Mark Cornwell & David Evans 

The Publisher - Next Century Books



The Film Rebate Scheme, an incentive of the Government of 
Mauritius to attract foreign producers, its implemented through 
the Board of Investment. 

The rebate allows up to 40% refund on all the expenditures 
incurred by a film/TV in respect of Mauritius. The minimum of 30%, 
also applies to TV commercials, documentaries, music videos, video 
games and animation. 

Tropikana Studios Ltd., a company incorporated in Mauritius, is 
registered with the Board of Investment as the long established 
production company, is authorized and has full credentials in 
order to submit any international customer and its film application 
under the Film Rebate Scheme.

The Film Rebate Scheme




